TOWN OF BASALT MEETINGS
Parks, Open Space and Trails Committee (POST)
Wednesday, March 24, 2021
Basalt Town Hall

101 Midland Avenue

4:00 PM

1. Call to Order

4:01

2. Approve Minutes
A. February 24, 2021

4:05

3. Basalt River Park Update and POST Feedback - Elise Wolf and Heather
Henry, Connect One Design

4:40

4. Ponderosa Park – POST input. Saturday June 12 RFOV Event.

4:50

5. Other updates
A. Arbaney Pool
B. Other

5:00

6. POST Committee
A. Discuss Council Input
B. Basalt Forward 2030

5:30

7. Adjourn

Public Comment is limited to 3 minutes. Those who wish to speak should email
planning@basalt.net before the meeting starts with their name, phone number, and identify
what item they would like to address. During the meeting those wishing to comment may
also email planning@basalt.net, but it is not guaranteed that the email will be seen in a
timely fashion.
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POST Meeting Minutes
February 24, 2021
CALL TO ORDER
The POST Committee was called to order at 4:03 pm by Vice Chair Carol Hawk.
Members present included Carol Hawk, Cindy Bruce, Paul Hilts, Amiee Beazley,
and Julie Kolar. The meeting was held electronically via Zoom Conferencing.
Staff present included Susan Philp, Planning Director; James Lindt, Assistant
Planning Director; Watkins Fulk-Gray, Staff Planner; Trevor LaLonde, Parks
Foreman; and Chris Beiser, Basalt Horticulturist.
Guest: Elise Wolf, Connect One Design; Jacob Baker, RFOV
AGENDA ITEMS
Approval of Minutes
M/S Cindy and Amiee to approve the minutes of February 10, 2021. Motion
passed by a vote of 5 to 0.
Basalt River Park Update
Susan introduced Elise Wolf. James began the update. Connect One Design and
Sopris Engineering are creating the construction documents for a two phase
project. The consultants plan to finish the drawings in March to put the project out
to bid in the spring for Phase I which would include the bones of the parking
including the utilities, grading, and hardscape. The softscape and other park
amenities will be in 2022 (Phase 2).
Elise reviewed the park plan, including the private development and restaurant,
plaza, misting feature, bosque of trees, great lawn, hay bale play features, river
viewing area, boat tie off, boulder seating, berm slide, climbing tree, pockets of
trees for slack lining, interim posts for slack lining, crusher fine paths, picnic
benches, willow forts, enhancements to the sand beach, and paths aligned to
provide access to the sewer facilities. The conceptual idea is “Eddy Out,” with a
swirl pattern emulating the river. Elise said Sopris Engineering had recently given
Connect One Design a grading plan. By the end of the year the plaza will be done,
the lawn will be graded though probably not sodded; the concrete seating and
paths will be done by end of year.
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James noted that they were discussing the potential for adding sod in the great
lawn as an alternative, additional service in the bids for the first phase. CCY
Architects are working on the bus shelter and public bathroom.
Amiee asked if the boulder placement and jetties have been approved by river
experts. Elise said they are existing. Amiee asked if some of the trees shown are
on public or private property. Elise said they are on the public property and added
that the team is considering a construction offset easement which would provide a
buffer from the south side of the development and the park during construction.
The developer would be responsible for installing the landscaping in the buffer area
after his buildings were finished.
Cindy asked if the bathrooms will be attached to the bus stop, and Elise responded
that they were and, pointed them out on the plan. Bike racks will be next to the
bus stop.
Amiee asked if there is concern that there would be commercial operators hogging
the boat tie offs. Julie said it would be a good problem to have. Amiee asked if
the swimming hole or jetty behind RMI is still in place, and Susan responded that
it was.
Julie asked if the design needs to be tweaked now that they know the Art Base will
not be in the nonprofit space. Elise said that whoever goes in the space, ADA
access will be needed around their patio. Elise reported that there had previously
been plans for a grand sculpture. Julie said this still might be appropriate. Susan
said they were working under the assumption that people would be entering
through the pedestrian alley. She added that the Town owns the parcel and will
have control over the parcel. Susan reported that BPAC could take the lead on
considering a future public art piece. Cindy said it would be great to have a
sculpture, especially a climbing, kid-friendly piece. Amiee agreed.
Amiee asked what the surface material of the pedestrian alley will be, and Susan
said concrete. Amiee asked if there will be wildflowers there. Susan said it needs
to be functional as emergency access. Julie asked if there could be planters and
some kind of irrigation in order to make it more beautiful. Elise noted the Dairy
Block in Denver as an example of an alley they have considered. Cindy said that
the overhead lights are nice. Carol said that there is a vibrant alley in Washington,
DC that could be a reference. Elise asked Carol to send her the name of this
example. Amiee asked if there are any other things, like stamping the concrete,
to make the alley more appealing.
Amiee asked if there is a plan for permanent bird feeders or bird nesting sites in
the park. Elise said there is not. Susan said this discussion might be more
appropriate at Midland Park, considering the number of people at the River Park.
Julie said that the purpose has been to cultivate a park, but not make it feel
contrived. There are areas of the park that will remain natural.
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Chris asked if the plant species list has been developed. Elise said they are
developing this to an SD level for Phase 1. Nothing is final. Chris asked if the
climbing tree will be a real tree or a play structure. Elise said a real tree, and they
are trying to figure out the best species. Chris said maples are the largest trees
he knows of that can be transplanted at a large size and grow quickly. Chris noted
that mist creates prime disease environments for trees, so to keep this in mind with
the misting feature in selecting tree species to be planted around the misting
feature. Honey locust does not have too many folio problems.
Paul asked if RFTA has been approached about the bus stop location, and asked
who is building the bus stop. James responded that they have been working with
RFTA on the design criteria. He added that there have been discussions to
potentially get a monetary contribution from RFTA. The Town will build it. The
Developer will pay for the bathroom up to $150,000. While RFTA has given
guidance as to the size and location, they have indicated they are flexible on
design.
Paul asked if the contours of the great lawn will be aligned with the lawn and band
shell. People will not want to be seated at a tilt. Elise displayed the grading, which
will have some slope for drainage. They also tested out the slope while sitting in
lawn chairs to make sure it is a comfortable seating scenario.
James described the next steps. They may come back to POST in March for a
check in before putting this out to bid. They are still figuring out the erosion control
scenario and reviewing the irrigation with Trevor and Chris. Chris will also be
looking at the plant species.
Cindy asked if the private construction will come into the park or whether they will
stage materials for the private development inside the park. Generally, James said,
the Developer will be staging in a buffer zone between the buildings the more
active portions of the Park. A water line needs to be installed across the park to
create a looped system which the developer has indicated he would do early in the
spring.
In response to a question from Carol, James said that bathrooms are scheduled
for construction in 2022 along with the bus structure. Susan added that if there is
extra POST money available, they may try to put in grass in the great lawn area in
2021.
Trevor asked if there is a drainage plan in Phase 1. Susan said yes. He asked if
the overall design is final, and Susan responded that it was. Trevor asked to see
the sod and seed mix that is planned. Elise said the seed mix will not come until
Phase 2. The hay bale area is to be seeded.
POST Committee
Susan said that they will have a worksession with Town Council on March 9th. The
purpose will be to provide updates to the Town Council on what POST is doing.
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She noted POST’s discussion on having a more promotional communication style.
This is a good topic to check in with Town Council about. They will discuss the
Capital Improvement Plan. Town Council is, however, familiar with the Arbaney
Park project and River Park project. She noted that Staff has been working on
park rules, which has not been discussed with POST in a while. Susan discussed
park rules and signage at the River Park.
Carol asked about the new park by Aspen Skiing Company. Susan said the Reed
Street Park will be between Steadman and Aspen Skiing Company. Susan said
when POST discussed it previously, they indicated that they did not need to see it
again. Market Street is the area between Aspen Skiing Company and TACAW,
and the road can be shut down for events. Carol said checking in about these
things would be good.
Cindy asked about bringing up the old Giving Garden concept with Town Council.
She also reminded everyone that near Sunset Point there is a street called Sunset
Drive.
Susan said they will want to discuss the new name they recommended, Sunset
Point.
Carol suggested having bricks in the River Park alley that people could buy and
get their names on them.
Susan suggested that the following order of items could be used.
1. Park name
2. Summary of key things that POST is working on
3. Social media
4. Bring back the Giving Garden
Julie asked if there have been requests for donations. Susan said they have been
getting less expensive requests, such as putting plaques on existing benches. She
noted that BPAC is going to address things like this in their Arts Master Plan. Julie
worried that presenting the Giving Garden along with other important topics may
be problematic. She wants POST to be prepared to recommend something.
Susan said that they have created policies on donations that was worked on by
the attorney and tweaked by Town Council, but it was never wrapped up.
Susan displayed the CIP. She noted that RFOV wants to have Ponderosa Park
be their kickoff event in April. They are finishing some minor work on Light Hill
trail. Carol asked if the Robinson Trail is on the CIP, and Susan said yes.
Amiee said their main objective in talking about communications and social media
is questions such as if they can have social media pages, speak to the press, and
be more community-forward. People need to be reminded that POST funds are
used for their beautiful parks. Questions such as who speaks, how much can they
say, and do they have the freedom to post a picture or say something on social
media. Julie said they could have a visual brand recognition piece of this. Cindy
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said they should ask if they need to clear their information with anyone. Susan
suggested that there are some kinds of content that should be blessed by the
group, though not everything might need to.
Susan suggested giving Jason and Cindy Arbaney Park. Cindy suggested Jason
present and let her add to it. Susan suggested Paul and Carol talk about Basalt
River Park. Susan said she and James can split the minor projects. Carol can talk
about Sunset Point. Susan said they have some good sunset pictures from the
park. Susan said Julie and Amiee should talk about social media and
communications. Julie suggested talking about public presence. Susan
suggested POST write something about social media/communication to include in
the packet. Susan said she would let Jason know about his assignments. His trial
goes through March 5th.
Other Updates
Arbaney Pool
Susan said the Arbaney Park pool is coming along well. They have gotten color
examples of the “linen” colored lockers. She said the color is close to what was
shown on the screen, but a little whiter. The designer and Elyse recommended
“linen.” The other color matches Susan’s file cabinet. James displayed a photo of
the actual color and the actual tile. He also displayed the men’s locker room color.
POST agreed that the color similar to “linen” rather than the tan was the locker
color they wanted to go with. He said they managed to order the aqua colors for
the women’s locker room.
James discussed the slides in the robot pool. The pool manufacturer said they
can add PVC panels on the sides of the slides to buffer them. He said it is not
possible to put the slides physically together. He showed renderings of the slides.
The overhead guardrails are required by code to make people sit down. James
said the manufacturer will put netting in between the two slides, but do not like to
put them together for safety reasons. Amiee said her concern was with the steps
leading to the slides. The image provided by the manufacturer does not have a
hand rail. James said that there would be handrails. Julie asked how tall the sides
of the slides are. James thinks it is 7”-8” but does not have that information, but it
would be the standard requirement. Carol said she is disappointed because the
original renderings do not look like the pictures provided by the manufacturers.
James said he would go back to the pool slide designer to try to improve the look,
perhaps after the fact, but Carol said it is not necessary.
James said that the robot pool concrete forms have been poured. A lot of the
mechanical work and demo work has been done, so everything is moving along.
Parcel 10
Chris said he got the OK to continue clearing brush on Parcel 10. He asked if he
should go forward with it or wait until the next Town Council meeting. Susan said
to move forward instead of waiting. If POST wants to discuss a fence, they will
have to talk about this separately, but Rick Lofaro did not have a problem with this.
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Cindy asked if there should be a railing on the bridge. Chris said it is slippery since
it is wood, and one of the boards is broken too. He said it depends how much they
want to define the area, versus leave it in its natural state. Susan suggested having
a more robust conversation on this. She noted that the ditch owners need to be
able to have easy maintenance around the bridge.
Ponderosa Park
Susan said they were going to meet with RFOV to discuss 2021 projects. They
will do a site visit the week after that. Susan said the RFOV’s current plan is to
have a workday on April 24th. She suggested this might be too early.
Susan said they will try to not have a meeting on March 10th.
Carol said it is very important to put a doggie station on Willits Lane. She wants
to see a landscaping plan for that fencing west of TACAW.
M/S Paul and Cindy to adjourn at 5:38 pm. Motion passed by a vote of 5 to 0.
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Staff recommends Hexagon Recycle Plastic on Page 2 without
umbrella hole

Ponderosa Trail - 2020 Furniture Enhancements
Bench requirements: bench seat height of minimum 17 in and maximum 19 inches above the
ground
Bench guidelines: full back support and armrests
Bench suggestions: minimize possible contact with metal surfaces that can become overly hot
or cold
Picnic table requirements: clearance under the table of 27 inches in height, 30 inches in
width, and 19 inches in depth; 36 inches of clearance along all usable sides of the table as
measured from the table's edge
Bench suggestions: minimize possible contact with metal surfaces that can become overly hot
or cold; perforated surfaces can become greatly distracting

Potential Picnic Tables:
8 ft. Single End ADA Rectangular Recycled Plastic Picnic Table - Portable

https://www.parktables.com/8-ft-single-end-ada-rectangular-recycled-plastic-picnic-table-portabl
e
$959.95
Multiple colorways available
ADA Wheelchair Accessible Picnic Table - Portable

1
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https://www.parktables.com/picnic-table-ada-wheelchair-40-inch-hexagon-recycled-plastic-ppas
mohtha02
$779.95
Multiple colorways available
Hex Recycled Plastic Picnic Table with (3) Attached Seats, ADA - Portable

https://nationaloutdoorfurniture.com/i-26932313-hex-recycled-plastic-picnic-table-with-3-attache
d-seats-ada-portable.html?ref=category:1322152
$649.00
Multiple colorways available
7 ½' Recycled Plastic Picnic Table with (2) 6 ft Attached Seats, Galvanized Frame - ADA Portable

2
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https://nationaloutdoorfurniture.com/i-26932314-7-1-2-recycled-plastic-picnic-table-with-2-6-ft-att
ached-seats-galvanized-frame-ada-portable.html?ref=category:1322152
$803.00
Multiple colorways available
BarcoBoard™ Walk-Thru Wheelchair Accessible Table

https://www.barcoproducts.com/barcoboard-walk-thru-wheelchair-accessible-table
$898.85
Multiple Colorways available

Goliath Commercial Wheelchair Accessible Picnic Table

3
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https://www.barcoproducts.com/goliath-commercial-wheelchair-accessible-picnic-table
$1,198.85
Multiple colorways available

BarcoBoard™ Square Pedestal Wheelchair Accessible Picnic Table

https://www.barcoproducts.com/barcoboard-square-pedestal-wheelchair-accessible-picnic-table
$918.85
Multiple colorways available

4
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Potential Benches:
Modern BarcoBoard™ Benches

https://www.treetopproducts.com/modern-barcoboard-benches
$428.85
Multiple colorways available
6' or 8' length available

Avanti Benches

https://www.treetopproducts.com/avanti-benches
$788.85
Multiple colorways available

5
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4' or 6' or 8' length available
Sunshine Garden Bench

https://www.treetopproducts.com/sunshine-garden-bench
$738.85
Multiple colorways available
5' length

Plaza Recycled Plastic Bench

6
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https://parkwarehouse.com/product/plaza-recycled-plastic-bench/
$923.00
Multiple colorways available
4' or 6' length available
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7. PRESENTATIONS AND ITEMS FOR COUNCIL CONSIDERATION:
7A. Worksession: POST (Parks Opens Space Trails) Committee Update and Check-in
(Susan Philp)
Planning Director Susan Philp noted this was an opportunity for POST to check in with Council.
Susan introduce the six POST members including Chairman Jason Groves, Vice Chair Carol
Hawk, and members Cindy Bruce, Aimee Beasley and Julie Kolar. POST member Paul Hiltz
was unable to attend the meeting. Packet materials included information on six major POST
projects, renaming the Parcel 10 space, and an item concerning communication. POST
members reviewed some of the projects including the swimming pool and the Basalt River Park,
as well as the re-naming of the Parcel 10 space to Sunset Point (located across from the Park
Modern condominiums. POST members also sought direction on a request regarding public
outreach and communication activities.
Glenn Drummond observed that a dog potty station was needed between the round-about near
Whole Foods and the intersection of Willits Lane and Hooks Spur bridge.
Council members commented in support of the communication plan.
Council direction was offered by Glenn Drummond who clarified that Council consensus was to
formulate a plan to move forward on the proposed communications. Ryan Mahoney said the
staffs’ intent was to get out an RFP for some outside help with an overall communications
strategy; these communications will be a part of that.
7B. Council Direction regarding a request from the Mountain Pact request for Council support
of Resolution to Pause Oil and Gas Leasing (Elyse Hottel and Bill Infante)
Ryan Mahoney said that the Mountain Pact had sent an email seeking support on a resolution
that supports the Biden Administration’s pause on oil and gas leasing in order to allow a
comprehensive review of existing lease program. This won’t impact existing leases or leases on
State, Tribal or private lands; it applies only to those leases on Federal lands. Of the 26 million
on-shore acres currently under lease, about 13 million of those are unused and not producing.
It does seem appropriate to take a look, and this action aligns with our Climate Emergency
Policy.
Bill Infante said the support would be consistent with our declaration of a climate emergency
and underscores our role in helping to protect federal lands. The Mountain Pact has been an
effective partner in prior initiatives to protect public lands, protect biodiversity, reduce
greenhouse gas emission, etc. and they deserve our support.
Elyse Hottel added that because this only affects new leases, it would not affect the Land and
Water Conservation Funds that had previously been approved.
Staff proposed to bring back a resolution to the next meeting for consent agenda approval.
8. COUNCIL ACTIONS
8A. Resolution No. 12 Series of 2021: A Resolution of the Town Council of the Town of
Basalt, Colorado Approving an Agreement for Professional Services with CTA, Inc, dba Cushing
Terrell (Ryan Mahoney/Christy Chicoine/Susan Philp)
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Town of Basalt
Facility Needs - 3/9/2021 Council Worksession
Dated 3/4/2021

Worksession
Council Packet Material
for 3-9-21 Discussion on
"Basalt Forward 2030"

5:00 - 6:00 PM
1. Basalt Forward 2030
a. Looking forward for the next 10 - 20 years - what does the community want- publicly
supported projects
i. Start with the Master Plan
b. Community input is a cornerstone to the results of this project
i. Community surveys
ii. Bang the Table
iii. Develop a Capital Needs Committee
1. 1 member from Town committees - FAB, P&Z, BACH, BPAC, Green
Team, POST
2. Staff - Town Manager, Finance, Planning
3. Consultants - WR Communications & Cushing Terrell
c. Opportunity to keep taxes the same and generate $11- $14 million
i. For community priorities that are approved by Council
2. Alignment with Strategic Work Plan
a. Strategic Work Plan - Specific alignment
b. Current Draft Capital Vision from 2021 Budget
3. Facility Needs Study
a. Facility Condition
b. Space Needs Assessment
c. Energy efficiency
d. Final work product to include recommendations and estimated costs
4. Capital Needs Committee and Public Input
a. Committee advises/suggests to Council a list of priorities, with Council ultimately
setting the priorities
b. Includes Master Plan and Facility Needs Study data
c. Incorporates community surveys/other input
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Project

Total

$50,000 to $300,000
Make capital investments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions @ $100K/ year for 10 years,
or similar investments (e.g. solar projects, electrification, waste reduction, etc.)
Support others (public-private partnerships) to build affordable housing (e.g. Basalt Vista,
Real America, etc.) (yearly contributions to qualified projects)
Complete a needs study and implementation plan for seniors and others with mobility
needs

37
19
13

Improve Lions Park

11

Install additional EV charging stations (multiple locations)

6

Implement minor Midland Avenue beautification projects (i.e. new benches, banners,
minimal lighting, etc.)

6

Install public art

5

Build accessible and ADA compliant street crossings, ramps and protective features

4

Develop picnic areas with food truck accessibility

4

Complete the sidewalk network by 7-11

4

Develop plan for priority locations for installation of improved telecommunications
infrastructure
Develop a town-wide Emergency Access Study to determine road redundancies necessary
for emergency access (for Highway 82)
Organize and improve fishing access points off Two Rivers Road between Homestead Drive
and Aspen Junction
Adopt and fund a façade improvement participation program for Midland Avenue
businesses

2
2
2
2

Add small active recreation features to existing parks and river trails/parks

1

Formalize Valley Pines area paths and trails

0

Implement ‘Codger’s Corner’ (southeast corner of Midland Avenue and Two Rivers Road)
enhancements

0

$300,000 to $500,000
Complete firewise mitigation projects at urban fringe/ Wildland Urban Interface

34

Provide f ree RFTA bus service within the Town of Basalt zones

28

Create an Old Town urban renewal authority and district to complete civic beautification
projects and public right-of-way improvements (organizational work, no construction,

13

could include entrances into Old Town)
Create pedestrian thoroughfare f rom Clark’s Parcel to Midland Avenue

108

|
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Project

Total

Install river access ramp in Old Town (TBD)

10

Provide sidewalks of adequate width along routes identified as key links

8

Construct a Mt. Sopris overlook on Roaring Fork River

0

Create a carshare program

0

$500,000 to $1,000,000
Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (near the Library) to
complete the river trail loop

34

Implement significant Midland Avenue Streetscape Improvements including widening
sidewalks, re-working loading zones, common design standards implemented for
furnishings, lighting, trash receptacles, incorporate existing banners, benches, flower pots,

33

etc.
Outdoor winter skating rink

2

$1,000,000 +
Build a significant affordable housing project

53

Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits (yearly operating cost)

38

Invest in significant solar project or similar large emissions reduction project

34

Construct South Side Drive/Midland Avenue underpass

29

Develop Clark’s Market Primary Parcel

19

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

17

Build a parking garage in Old Town

13

Open visual and physical access from Old Town to the Frying Pan and Roaring Fork Rivers
through de- and re-vegetation and formal access connections (multiple locations)
Build a new Public Works/Police Municipal Facility

8
7

On-street bicycle lanes for both the east and west bound directions of Two Rivers Road
between Homestead Drive and Aspen Junction
Direct resources to installing and constructing broadband and cellular telecommunications inf rastructure

7
6

Develop workforce housing on new Public Works/Police facility

5

Test/install all public buildings with equipment for future net-zero consumption

3

Build a community recreation facility in East Basalt

3

Redevelop Basalt’s Town Hall/municipal building facility

2

Construct road network identified in Emergency Access Study for redundancy of
emergency access (for Highway 82)
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Additional Projects Identified in the Open House
As part of the Open House, participants were asked what projects were missed. Provided
below is the tally f rom that exercise.
Two of those projects made the top 13 project list.
Only suggestions that received at least one vote are listed.

Public Suggestions

Total

Swimming pool upgrades (year round use, multi-generational facilities, hot tub, solar

19

panels)
Develop Clark’s Market Parcel(s)

19

Recycling center (e.g. add composting to waste, recycling options, downtown and

6

southside recycling with longer open hours)
Improve trail connection between Basalt’s 3 nodes (Willits, Old Town, Mid-Valley center)

6

Safe pedestrian crossing at Holland Hills bus stops

2

Enclose the shooting range

2

Traffic flow and road improvements particularly between Highway 82 and local roads.

2

Support a riverwalk on Midland Avenue

1

Enhanced gateway to Basalt project on Highway 82

1

Pitkin-Basalt Joint Planning Area Projects
The projects identified as part of the PBJ effort are identified below. The list identifies the
entity most likely to take the lead in valuating and implementing the project because these
projects are entirely outside the town limits.

Pitkin-Basalt Joint Area Project Recommendations
Ask Pitkin County to study street entrances into the various neighborhoods f rom Highway 82 to make
them safer
Ask RFTA to study their bus stops with the goal of making them safer

Encourage Pitkin County to investigate adding an electric vehicle charging area and bike share
(ex. We-cycle) station to the Holland Hills and Lazy Glen Neighborhoods
Recommend that Pitkin County prepare a capital improvement plan to include improvements to
the existing neighborhoods which could identify sidewalks
Ask Pitkin County to ensure that vehicle and bicycle parking for recreational uses does not
negatively impact nearby neighborhoods.
Work with Pitkin County Open Space and Trails to continue to improve trails including width, signage,
surface and amenities to provide access to recreation areas
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